Using Literacy
Support Strategies

n 2014, the North American Division (NAD) unveiled its new
science series for grades 1
through 8, ByDesign: A Journey
to Excellence Through Science.1
The inquiry model on which the
curriculum is based requires significant changes in the way science
has been taught in Adventist
schools in the NAD. Students will
be immersed in the study of Creation, grounded in the biblical foundations of the Adventist worldview,
and have daily opportunities to explore science, health, and
nature through active learning.
With this in mind, we have prepared this article. Based
on our more than two decades of experience teaching science and science methods (RLD), and reading and literacy
intervention skills (TO), we strongly believe that literacy-instruction strategies, effectively applied, can enhance com-
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prehension and complement the
learning experience. Adventist educators are familiar with Ellen
White’s inspirational words: “It is
the work of true education to develop this power [to think and to
do], to train the young people to be
thinkers, and not mere reflectors of
other people’s thought.”2 For far
too long and in too many schools,
science has been taught using
some version of the following sequence: Students read from the
textbook, complete worksheets, take quizzes and tests, and
only occasionally participate in hands-on activities. Using
this common method does not train our students for inquiry,
nor does it enhance engagement or foster true learning, due
to the lack of opportunity for students to actively interact
with content and grapple with concepts.
In order to enhance the likelihood that students will learn
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more about science and how to think deeply, the new textbooks have integrated several features into the text. One that
I (RLD) want to highlight is the integration of faith and biblical principles. Most sections have some aspect of our faith included. It is important that teachers incorporate these when
working with their students. If teachers ignore these, the students will view them as unimportant.
The new textbooks are built around the concept of inquiry.
According to the National Research Council (NRC): “Inquiry
is a multifaceted activity that involves making observations;
posing questions; examining books and other sources of information to see what is already known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in the light of experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret
data; proposing answers, explanations, and predictions; and
communicating the results. Inquiry requires identification of
assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations.”3 While this is true of science, we shouldn’t limit these skills to this subject matter.
Every aspect of life—including spiritual life—needs to be inquiry based, and teachers need to model these skills throughout the curriculum.
Within every unit of study in each grade level, the ByDesign curriculum incorporates many activities, such as structured and guided inquiry Explore-a-Labs, that lead students
to ask questions and engage in critical thinking. For example,
the 1st-grade textbook includes a structured inquiry Explorea-Lab that poses this question: “What gives a ball more
speed?” (p. 272). The lab instructions are as follows:

“Roll a ball across the room. Use a stopwatch to measure the
time it takes. Measure the distance traveled. Roll the ball at different speeds from the same spot each time. Record the time it
takes.”4
During and after this lab, the teacher can dialogue with
students about their experience and use this knowledge to
help them enhance their understanding of classroom and textbook instruction.
A guided inquiry Explore-a-Lab entitled, “How Does Your
Brain Perceive Moving Images Viewed Through a Vertical
Slit?” (p. 146) from the 6th-grade textbook proceeds as follows:

“Using a knife, carefully cut a slit in the cap of a mailing tube
2.5 cm (1 in.) long and 3 mm (0.1 in.) wide. Replace the cap. Hold
the tube so the slit is vertical. Close one eye and look through the
open end of the tube. Keeping the body still, sweep the tube in
an arc while looking through the slit. Try again at a different
speed. What do you see? How does this activity explain how
moving pictures work?” 5
While space constraints do not allow us to reproduce the
more complex activities included throughout the ByDesign series, these two short examples provide a glimpse into its approach to inquiry learning.
At first, this approach may seem intimidating to the
teacher, as students may ask questions for which he or she
does not know the answers. It may seem much safer to stick
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to the book so everyone has a reference for the “right” answers. However, when the teacher sees himself or herself as
an inquirer rather than the source of all “right” answers, science can become very enjoyable, as students and teachers
work together to find answers to their own questions, driven
by natural curiosity. When teachers model this approach for
their students, it becomes a very powerful example of learning
through discovery
With inquiry activities being an integral component of this
program, readers may wonder if the textbooks are still necessary.
While over-reliance on the textbooks is ineffective, the body of
scientific knowledge contained in textbooks provides foundational knowledge that the students need to know. To truly discuss and understand science, the students must begin using the
vocabulary of science. This article discusses methods for helping
students understand—not just memorize—the scientific concepts presented in the textbook and reinforced by the activities.
The ability to learn from a textbook is crucial for student success, especially as they proceed into high school and college.
While teachers may be tempted to focus on the many activities
in the ByDesign books, they should also help their students learn
from their textbooks and improve their reading skills.

Why Do Students Need Literacy Support in Science?
Sometimes teachers fail to realize how vocabulary-intensive many science textbooks are. Yager6 found that the number of new vocabulary terms presented in secondary science
textbooks is higher than that recommended for junior high
and high school foreign-language classes. The ByDesign textbooks do not approach this level of vocabulary density, but
they still have a significant vocabulary load. The 6th-grade
ByDesign textbook, for example, has approximately 360 vocabulary words that are to be explicitly taught and many
other words within the text that students likely may not
know. Similarly, there may be many spiritual concepts in the
text that are unfamiliar to students. Teachers have a crucial
responsibility to skillfully use formative feedback and assessment7 to ensure that students truly understand what is being
taught.
With the high concentration of vocabulary words in textbooks, teachers may be tempted to have students create vocabulary cards and then memorize the definitions or even
complete worksheets containing questions at very low levels
of thinking. While this method may be efficient in the short
term for rote regurgitation of facts on tests or quizzes, it does
not ensure that students understand the concepts or retain
the words in long-term memory. In this article, we present
methods designed to go beyond memorization to ensure understanding. We also urge that the teachers’ manuals be examined, as they provide many different ideas on how to approach the text material. The methods described below are
not limited to the ByDesign textbook program but may be
used in any subject containing extensive vocabulary.
Strategies to Enhance Comprehension of Science Textbooks
Strategies abound for improving reading comprehension in
content-area reading.8 Some strategies that we have found suc-
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in groups, they increase the connections between facts, which
enables them to better synthesize and hold ideas in long-term
memory due to the increased number of connections or links
to previous knowledge. Third, creating a concept map reConcept Mapping
quires students to interact with content and learn at many of
Concept mapping,9 a visual content-area reading strategy,
the different levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy.11 This type of learnrequires students to grapple with the relationships between
ing activity leads to higher levels of thinking, stimulating stuthe various aspects of the topic of study. (The concept map in
dents to go beyond simply remembering and understanding
Figure 1 uses terms from a ByDesign unit, but this strategy can
to engage in analyzing, evaluating, and creating.
be used in any content area.) Concept maps, as well as other
Another advantage of creating concept maps is that areas
techniques explored in this article, provide scaffolding for inrequiring further teaching and review will be more readily
dividual students to construct their own meaning based on
identified by teachers and students. When students are
Figure 1. Concept Map for Nervous System
asked to create the maps without using their textbooks or
other resources, gaps in understanding will be visible. This
formative assessment task
Hearing
leads to true understanding
and enhanced results on summative assessments, and serves
as an important reminder that
Axons
Touch
not all assessment must lead to
a grade. One of the benefits of
this approach: It gives the students sufficient time to master
the subject without penalizing
Senses
them if they do not master it as
rapidly as their classmates.
(See http://www.edweek.org/
ew/articles/2015/11/11/shouldNervous System
formative-assessments-be-grad
Taste
ed.html for more information
on the disadvantages of grading formative work.)
cessful at the K-12 levels are: concept mapping, SQ3R, selective
underlining, and using quick writes with academic word walls.

Spinal cord

Brain

their prior knowledge and understanding of current texts and
content. Each student in a class may create significantly different concept maps than his or her peers, but each map,
whether created individually or collaboratively with peers, will
enable students to construct knowledge. Teachers should ask
students to explain how they made their connections, since
this process leads to deeper and more refined understandings.
Concept maps are useful in several ways. Based upon the
learning theory called constructivism,10 concept maps build
upon the principle that memorization of individual, unconnected facts does not increase understanding; instead, new
learning must be connected to previous knowledge about
which students have gained a thorough understanding. Second, as students create concept maps either individually or
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SQ3R
Another useful method for increasing student comprehension in content area reading is
SQ3R, an acronym that represents the following learning sequence: Survey, Question, Read,
Recite, Review. In the first step, Survey, students inspect the
chapter by viewing the titles, headings, picture captions, and
graphs to get an idea what they will be studying. This can
help students start a mental or actual concept map, which
they complete during subsequent steps. The next step is Questioning. Students generate questions about the chapter. For
optimal learning, students must be able to create good questions, yet many of them find this difficult. Many resources are
available to enable teachers to help students learn how to
question. For example, The Right Question Institute12 is a good
source of information on how to formulate questions. When
students can create good questions about the topic under
study, they are ready for the next step. Returning to the earlier
example of a concept map created from words in a ByDesign
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dents who are not taught this skill will often underline too
unit on the nervous system, a teacher might conclude that
much material, negating the effectiveness of this strategy.
students are ready to read if they formulate questions such as
Another option for using this technique could be used in
“What do axons do in the nervous system?”
schools where each student has a tablet or laptop. Various apThe next steps in the SQ3R sequence are Read, Recite, and
plications,15 such as iAnnotate or PDF Max, allow students to
Review. In the Read step, students look for answers to the
questions they formed after surveying. Students must be
create notes and to highlight PDFs.
taught to set different purposes when reading nonfiction, like
Academic Word Walls and Quick Writes
their science textbooks. They should read this type of text
Many elementary teachers have used academic word walls
carefully, monitoring their comprehension and stopping to
and quick writes in content-area teaching. An academic word
reread if they have difficulty understanding the content. In
wall (AWW) is different from the word walls typically seen in
the Recite step, ask students to say aloud or write the answers
elementary classrooms, which usually contain high-frequency
to the questions they generated earlier. Remind them to use
words.16 AWWs are collections
their own words to answer the
questions and to check their anof content vocabulary words
swers against their notes for acplaced on the wall of the classAsking the Right Questions.
curacy.
room. These words are used to
The final step, Review, constipreview, practice, and review voTeaching students to ask the right
tutes an ongoing process. After
cabulary, thereby providing the
each section, the students are
students with many opportuniquestions is beneficial in all areas of life,
asked to consider how their readties for meaningful exposures to
including religion. We want students to
ing connects to what they previthe words.
ously knew. They can reread notes
A quick write17 is a brief writbe
able
to
ask
good
questions
about
they have taken, revisit headings
ing sample created in response to
to see if they can still summarize
reading or instruction. Teachers
their beliefs. Only by doing this can the
what they learned in that section,
using this strategy ask their stuand add to ongoing concept mapdents to respond to a prompt for
beliefs become theirs and not just of
ping.13 When I (TO) taught this to
a short period of time, usually
less
than 10 minutes. Quick
my students a few years ago, they
those of their parents or the teacher.
writes allow students to think
complained that it was too much
critically while manipulating conwork. But several came back a few
tent and vocabulary and organizyears later and told me they were
ing their learning in meaningful ways. Reading students’ quick
glad they had learned it because it really worked.
writes helps the teacher assess their synthesis of learning and
understanding of key concepts.
Selective Underlining
Often, students are prohibited from underlining in textHere is a recommended sequence of instruction for using
books because the books will be reused in subsequent years.
an academic word wall with the second chapter of the 7thHowever, selective underlining,14 a process in which the
grade ByDesign textbook.18 First, make cards for the vocabureader underlines or highlights elements of the text that are
lary words for each lesson in the chapter, being sure that the
crucial to understanding, can aid the learning process. Phocards are large enough to be seen from every student’s desk.
tocopying and distributing some pages from a textbook allows
Different-colored cards could also be used to include spiritual
students to practice this technique without reducing the value
lessons from the chapter. (Make only one set of cards. The
of the textbook for subsequent students. Another option is to
students do not create cards at this point.) Write the words
have the students use the highlighter in the electronic version
from each chapter section using a different color marker or a
of the ByDesign textbook.
different color paper/cardstock. The cards for the five lessons
To increase the effectiveness of this method, teachers
from Chapter 2 might include the following vocabulary words:
should vary what they ask students to underline. Students can
Lesson 1: symmetry, bilateral symmetry, radial symmetry,
underline (1) the topic sentence of each paragraph; (2) voand asymmetry.
cabulary words, along with their in-context definitions; (3)
Lesson 2: sponge, spongin, regeneration, cnidarian, and
ideas about which they would like to know more; or even (4)
annelid.
each concept from which they can draw a spiritual lesson.
Lesson 3: mollusk, mantle, radula, bivalve, echinoderm,
endoskeleton, water-vascular system, and tube foot, Proverbs
This method can be augmented by using different colors of
6:6-9: sluggard.
highlighter for varying purposes. For example, students might
use one color highlighter for topic sentences and another for
Lesson 4: arthropod, exoskeleton, antenna, molt, complete
important vocabulary words. When I (TO) last read the book
metamorphosis, and incomplete metamorphosis.
Education, I highlighted with green all the references to nature.
Lesson 5: ocelli, compound eye, olfaction, pheromone, and
This technique helps students learn that their underlining
chromatophore.
should be targeted to text that specifically needs attention. StuBefore teaching Lesson 1, post its vocabulary words on the
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porating important vocabulary into their writing about inquiry
academic word wall. Introduce the words to the students, proactivities will enhance the usefulness of this important tool.
nouncing each word and asking the students to repeat them.
Tell the students to pay careful attention to these words since
they will see them in the upcoming lesson. While teaching
Ensure Successful Strategy Use Through Modeling
Lesson 1, refer to the academic word wall when each vocabThe strategies for increasing students’ comprehension of
ulary word appears in the lesson. At the completion of Lesson
science curriculum and other content-area reading introduced
1, ask the students to close their textbooks and take out a
in this article, as well as the many other strategies, are taught
sheet of paper to do a quick write. Instruct them to write as
best through modeling along with teacher think-alouds. In
much as they can remember about the lesson, using as many
order to help make thinking and strategy use explicit, use a
words from the academic word wall as possible. A typical
document camera to project written or electronic text while
amount of time for a quick write would be three to five minteaching the various skills and modeling how to use them.
utes; however, let the students’ developmental level guide you
Too often, teachers ask students to try something they have
when choosing the appropriate
never tried themselves and/or
time for this task.
have not demonstrated in class.
At the end of the allotted time,
When teachers illustrate and deHelpful Suggestions for Selective
collect the quick writes and read
scribe how to use a particular
them later in the day. Recognizmethod and show how a stratUnderlining
ing the value of this activity as
egy can be useful for increasing
The Pilot FriXion™ pen,19 available at
a formative assessment, many
learning, students will be much
teachers choose to give students
more likely to master and use
many stores or on Amazon.com, uses
a standard number of points for
that skill. Narrative text is often
completing the assignment, or
easier for readers to understand,
the friction from the motion of erasing
give points for completion of speso stories are a schema that can
cific parameters, such as the
be used from very early childto generate heat that causes the highnumber of sentences or number
hood. However, the processes
of vocabulary words used. This
that enable readers to underlighter ink to disappear, leaving no
activity enables students to solidstand nonfiction text like the
ify their understanding of the lesByDesign Science textbooks are
marks or eraser dust. Use of this device
son’s concepts through manipuoften more difficult for readers to
might alleviate the concern of highlightlation of the vocabulary in a
grasp, making the teacher’s role
non-threatening setting. Before
in helping develop those skills
ing within the actual textbook and will
the next day’s lesson, choose a
and processes more crucial.20
few quick writes that adequately
eliminate the need to make multiple
synthesized the lesson’s content
Conclusion
to share with the class.
While science teaching should
copies of the text for underlining pracBefore science class the folbe inquiry-based at both the elelowing day, review the vocabumentary and secondary levels,
tice. While the pen should be tested for
lary words by reading the words
textbooks and other text-based
on the academic word wall for
materials are still an important
use before implementation with new
that lesson with the students.
part of the learning process. Each
textbooks, it could prove useful and
Next, read the chosen quick
of the methods included in this
writes aloud, noting that you searticle offers an important tool
highly engaging for students.
lected them because they provide
for a teacher’s instructional praca good review of the lesson’s
tice and for the student’s strategy
content. Often, students who did
toolbox. Teachers should ensure
not fully understand the lesson
that each method is taught and
will greatly benefit from hearing its concepts explained in the
its use scaffolded until the students can use it with ease and
words of a peer. (Since some adolescents would prefer not to
success. However, over time, teaching several methods offers
receive public recognition, teachers may choose not to idengreater likelihood of success, as each student will naturally pretify the writers of those quick writes they read aloud.)
fer and learn more using one method than another.
Each day, repeat the paired use of the academic word wall
We have had success with each of these methods with stuwith quick writes. As summative assessment time apdents at many grade levels. As they became more proficient in
proaches, ask the students to do a comprehensive quick write
strategy usage, our students’ comprehension increased, and
using as many words as possible from all lessons to review
their ability to use their textbooks as tools for learning and inwhat they have learned.
quiry improved. Observing as students articulate complex science concepts with appropriate vocabulary while participating
Teachers could also ask students to use the words from the
academic word wall in their science journal assignments. Incorin meaningful inquiry with ByDesign materials and texts will
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make it clear that teaching them how to use these strategies
was worthwhile. Furthermore, these strategies will also benefit
students as they read textbooks from other subjects. Teachers
will need to recognize that some methods take longer for students to fully understand and to acquire the benefits. However,
teaching students to successfully learn from textbooks can be
rewarding, not only in the class where these methods are
taught, but also when students move on to higher grades or
to college and report how crucial those study skills have been
to their academic success. Further, in a world where science
is often taught with worldviews that are antagonistic to Adventist beliefs, improving students’ ability to read with high
levels of comprehension and to inquire and think deeply in all
they learn is an aspect of education that we must address. ✐
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